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Puri, Baij Nath,~-Some Buddhist Cave Temples As I saw
them. HR. LXXIV, pp. 375-380.	[64
Pusalkar, A. D.,—Indus Civilisation: I, Descriptive. BaV.
Ill, pp. 21-39.	[65
Describes the excavations carried out at Mohenjo Daro, Harappa and
Chanhu Daro.
Sankalia, H. D.,—The Archaeology of Gujerat: Including
Kathiawar. 9M" * W, pp. 378, 78 illus, 7 maps. Natwarlal
& Co., 361, Hornby Road, Bombay, 1941.	[66
" The book under notice contains twelve chapters (pp. I to 267) on
Geography, History (ancient, early mediaeval and mediaeval). Architec-
ture, Sculture, Cults, Iconography, Epigraphy, Numismatics, Administra-
tion, Society, Religion and Culture. It is provided with thirteen Appen-
dices. The author himself admits that chapters on 'Administration,
Society and Religion are not strictly partinent to the main body of the
thesis'. The chapters on-Geography and History are mostly reproduc-
tions of what has appeared in the Bombay Gazetteer, Vol. I, Part I, with
such changes as have been necessitated by later researches. The author
shows a sort of originality in the chapter on Architecture, Sculpture,
Cults and Iconography where he has described Sculpture, Stones etc., on
scientific lines	He has compared mediaeval and later temples with
those of neighbouring territories^and tried to show wherein lie the local
peculiarities of the Gujarat builders and what they borrowed from
others". A. S. Gadre inJIH. XX,pj>. 237-239.
" Many Knotty points have been successfully opened for which he
deserves congratulations. It has not been always possible, however, to
see eye to eye with the author's conclusions. There are several points
on which his conclusions can be easily challenged. I shall quote but one
instance. Tarn, following Smith, thinks that Vasumitra defeated the
Yavanas on either the Yavanas on either the Kali Sindh or the
Chambal during his grandfather's asvatnedha. Dr. Sankalia has followed
in this regard, so to say, the official view and concurred with it.
This view is not at all possible to defend when a number of data
can be put forth to show that Malwa (also Vidarbha as a dependency)
and Mathura were under the possession of the Sungas and the horse
naturally moved beyond Mathura and Vasumitra was challenged
not on the bank of an inland stream but on that of the Indus."
#. S. Upadhya in JBHU, V, pp 379-380.
See also D. B. Bhandarkar in 1C, VII, p. 495
Nirmal Kumar Bose in TMR, LXX, p. 75-
	 Monuments   of the  Yadava   Period   in the  Poona
District.   BDORL   II,  Pts.    3-4, pp.   217-225, 3 plates,
illus.	'	[67
Describes some antiquities such as temples and images in the Poona
District, said to be of the Yadava period.
Sastri, K A. Nilakaata — Nalanda. JlfU. XIII, pp. 147-202,
6 plates.	[68
A lengthy account of Nalanda; its origin and early history.

